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drawing

TRANSPORT: HOLLAND - ROMANIA, 2005
2010, 100*70cm, 3 piece series, pencil on paper

The present series was done based on the ideas of gift, aid, alternative economical actions.
They are embedded to the concept of “Document”, which I started to develop in the following form: using photos
from personal and family archive, I try to understand the close-past in abstract and poetic way. This is a new
approach in my practice, because usually I am concrete as possible. Not the photo-based drawing itself, more the
context of storytelling is abstract, lobbing the main concept from personal to general.

DELTA-HAGGADAH
2010, pencil on paper, most of them A2; 29 drawings for a book
made together with Teri Szűcs, published by Koinónia Editing House, Cluj-Napoca

Delta-haggadah is a unique venture. It’s a Gulag-narrative, fiction, factual lite
rature, a picture book, and an art book. Péter Szabó’s drawings “break through”
and put an end to categories such as adult versus children, reality versus fiction,
photography versus drawing. The form becomes more interesting as Teri Szűcs’s
composed text-factures dissolve into each other; as far as the text is concerned,
their polyphony tip the scales in drama’s favour in a very interesting way.
Family memory often carries the traumas of several generations – imprints of a
history that interrupt the continuity of common remembrance. Silence swallows up stories that are difficult
to tell, but trauma and persecution might take on the form of a tale, a family myth, or an anecdote which
make the process of handing down, of passing on, easier. Silence, unfinished sentences, legends, a few
objects, photos – this is what the one who remembers receives.
History does not provide a sufficient
explanatory frame for our family
histories. As an aftermath of the
revolution in Hungary in 1956, the
wave of imprisonments reached the
family of a pastor which had been
under observation by the authorities
for a long time. Their communal lifestyle was considered a threat against
the state, so the father was sentenced
to twenty-two years in prison and the
mother was sent into exile, together
with their seven children (ranging
in age from toddlers to teenagers).
Under the irrational burden of this
punishment, instead of historical
time, the family adapted itself to
biblical time. That is to say, the
ones who had always fought their
daily struggles on these two levels
(historical and biblical), accepted
their fate in the same way; they
considered their captivity Captivity
and their expected liberation as an
exodus. At least, this was the spiritual
framework of their narration of
stories from the 1950’s.

CENTRAL OBSERVACION OF A PHENOMENON
2011, 61*86cm, lead pencil on paper

TODAY’S TALES
2012, 12 piece series (work in progress), 100*70cm, pen on paper

I’m developing my project called Today’s Tales (2011) project based on loved cartoon series Hungarian Folk
Tales featured in public television. The first series of this project is the Coloring Book drawings, expressing
problematic, new concepts while bearing many of the style marks of a cozy childhood symbolism, creating a
perplexing jumble of familiarity and menacing threat.
Is this play on forms capable of bringing out hidden messages, or is this an illusion and these symbols stay devoid
of any additional meaning?
What if the birdies in the intro of the cartoons drew the coat of arms of the „Hungarian Guard”, or of the „Civil
Guard Association for a Better Future”?
My actual plan with the “Today’s Tales” project is to create a series of big scale drawings based on the digital
plans. I chose twelve far right movements and organizations and remake their logos and slogans with the forms
of the cartoons. After having this drawings I try to produce embroiled bed-linen, an animation and other useful
objects with the new design. This objects will be shown in different installations where I will mix ethnographic
elements with quotidian arrangement.

MY LAST THREE YEARS
(working title)

2013, work under construction
drawing series, 270cm*220cm

The project is using like starting-point the representation method of the scandalous paintings commissioned for the
New Hungarian Constitution (2011. November) by the Goverment. I try to show the events of recent past almost
with the same method. In my analysis not the recently taken political decisions or their impact on society (eg. new

I am producing digital-collages from the collected material, forming a complex summary of the decisive events,

positions of homeless) is in my focus, rather the reaction of people to this well functioning machinery. These actions

increasing the density. These collages are the starting point of the drawing.

are usually organized street demonstrations, often form a very interesting and strategic solutions, full of creative
ideas. Therefore, the project also could have the following subtitle: The People’s performativity.

The final product is a series of large-scale drawings presented in chronological order. On one sheet is presented
the events of a month together. This presentation tries to be independent, showing a wide rage of ideological

For more than a year ago I started collecting photos of the events. I am doing research using the Internet and

backgrounds. For example: the 2012. January drawing presents the demonstration before the Opera, the Peace-

magazines (subjective image-filtration and collection procedure). The process has a strong documentary character:

walk, Jobbik’s flag burning, the Klubbrádió’s demonstration and a fragment of a video clip.

object

MULTIPLIER FORINT
2009, series of four
brass coins, leather box
2 coins in each set, 38mm

The Multiplier Forint is a simple and widely appli
cable economic proposal for solving the financial
problems of the needy. The proposed new currency’s
real value is zero: it has an operational value most of
all... It can be deployed in sticky situations, when
expenditure cannot be avoided any more, but the
disposable amount falls short of the required sum.
The new currency is of greatest benefit to those for
whom money is always present as a concrete object;
whose response to the question “How much money
do I have?” is determined solely by the number and
denomination of the actual bills in their pockets and
purse.
The Multiplier Forint provides no definitive solution;
rather, it can be conceived of as a kind of joker card.
It requires neither bureaucracy, nor control by authorities. Its use is considered feasible in a primitive
and reductive system.
If your approach is clearly mathematically, this object has a failing: it does not multiply anything, just
turns the values to Zero.
It’s a paradox object that describes quite specifically
the present condition of living.

SOLAROM - the self adjancent country
2005, 180x60x80cm, stainless steel
object created with Csaba Csiki, Yvette Martini, Attila Kispál

The name Solarom is composed from two words: solarium (SOLA+), and Romania (+ROM). You can use this
object for getting a Romania-patterned skin after a long, silent sun-bath. In order of that you need a really hot
day and strong sunshine, otherwise – by the moving of the sun – your desired patterns will be destroyed.
The work has strong political connotations, because the 4 artists were born in Romania, but some of them are
living and working in Hungary. They are native Hungarians, they still have strong links to their natal country and
the Romanian art scene. This work also was firstly exhibited there, and was made especially for that location.
One of the interpretations is: SOLA, means in Latin solely, just alone, there is no other country near by, there is
just „endless Romania”, so you are closed in it. No matter where you live, you will remain a person from Romania, a Romanian. This work is a cynic but true affirmation about my identity and place in the world.

EUROPA

R.I.Public

19x24cm, stencil

2012, edition of 10

insert produced for IDEA, arts+society magazine, issue 2005/21

in two dimensions: 5 piece A3, 5 piece A4

The work is changing the viewer into a user. If they find the stencil while reading the magazine, they have the

Every piece of the series was used once in the public space, that’s why is painty. The text reflects on present

opportunity to express their opinion about the idea presented.

situation in Hungary, closely connected to the fact that the country isn’t a republic any more, and the government

This is the practice of thinking-in-action. There is a declarative sentence on the template. By using it you can

is not working for it’s own citizens, rather for increasing and stabilize its own power. The universal interpretation

indicate/produce differences of opinion in a public space.

of the work reflects on publicity, and the prospects of individuals in present societal structures.

„The work was made after that the French and Dutch electors have rejected the European constitution treaty.
Living in a postcommunist country it is interesting to see how our region is trying hard to get to a point from
where the West is trying to escape.“

installation
LEARNING YEARS - new beginning
2010, installation, dokumentary (75 min.), 200 liter of wine

The group show Loophole to Happiness takes as its starting point the existence of loopholes on the margins
of social and economic systems that enhance personal freedom and offer the potential for pleasure and fulfilment. The exhibition examines the possibility of imagining exceptions, finding escape routes and evading the
smooth surface of the neo-liberal capitalist order from the particular standpoint of worker’s resistance strategies in socialist Eastern Europe.
‘These days I am spending most of my time in front of my computer (working and being an on-line community
resident), and I have started to feel that my life is getting further and further from reality, with no borders
between work and free time, public and personal spheres.’ This is how the artist describes the present fusion
of work and life, which motivates him to explore alternative strategies and escape routes from these thankless
conditions. He sets out to experience traditional wine making techniques in Satu-Mare, Romania and the
sociable atmosphere that surrounds them, in a project that initiates a learning process with the potential to
reactivate human relations and redefine concepts of wealth and time through the ‘weird joy of working with
primary materials.’

GROUP SITS AROUND
2012, installation, dimension variable

The installation processes a family collection of dia
slides from the 80s. Designed as a case of archive
research, in this context the images are presented in
thematic groups reflecting also on today’s situation
through the presentation of childhood. Notes lead
the viewer along with the images. There is also the
question of comparison, which speaks of the current
lack of good things existing then. Social activities,
relationship with nature and grassroots events will
be at the center of all this.

NEWS FROM THE FUTURE
2012, installation at ICA-D, together with Csaba Szentesi, curated by Borbála Szalai

During their work the artists used pieces of the ICA-D Collection. The selection and rearranging of the artworks
however are not following chronological or thematic aspects, but the usefulness and the practical common sense
are considered exclusively. A fiction is the basis of the installation. According to this, in an imaginary future
moment the building of the dunaújvárosi Contemporary Art Institution will stand desolately, in which a homeless
will move in from the cold.
The unbacked pieces of the collection will be used by the homeless in order to produce the necessary terms for
himself; he surrounds himself with the pieces of the abandoned collection and tries to find a function in them. In
the given moment the homeless and the works are in the same depending position with each other. Finding the
proper function for these works, is not only the basis of surviving for the man of the future, but it’s a necessary
assumption for the artworks as well, because everything that can’t be used or can’t be transformed into money
could be destructed or assimilated.

project

SOUNDS OF THE KITCHEN
May of 2010, The Knot, Tempelhof Airport, Berlin, workshop and interactive soundinstallation
made with Beja Margithazi, Szabó Maja

Sounds of the Kitchen is a series of cooking sessions with kids performed at an amplified table.
Besides the variety of cakes the sessions generate every time a unique sound performance. The sound
installation which amplifies the noises of cooking can be later used by inhabitants and visitors of the
mobile unit to express their ideas of any kind, to dialogue and argue with each other.

SOCIAL BAZAAR
curatorial concept in Stúdió Gallery, Budapest, 2011

I chose ten of my artworks and divided them between
other artists, so they would create something new and
of their own. These ten works cease to exist in form
and content but this decision starts a new process,
looking even more hopeful than in the beginning.
The intellectual potential of recycling is quite big, in a
way we could call this project teamwork. The original
form or context of these recycled works can’t be seen
at the exhibition but we can see photos documenting
the progress of their metamorphosis from the very
beginning as they become new works of art.

GOOD MORNING!
Series of actions, May of 2009. Locations: VULCAN S.A. Bucharest, UZUC S.A. Ploiesti, MEFIN Sinaia (Romania).
July of 2010, made twice. The location was a bus end-station called Budai Vám, Pécs (Hungary).

An action of several minutes was staged in front of the factories, an ephemeral action at the border between
night and day, which celebrated work together with the workers. While the former industrial giants disappeared or were dispersed, the image of the masses of workers going through the gates of the factories in the
morning is by now a memory only.
The former workers, or former jobless can sometimes be seen as taxi drivers, kiosk sellers or security guards.
Those who are still in the factories are performing the same daily ritual in which there is little place for surprises,
even more so when these are anytime suspect of hiding political or economic interests.
The intervention represents a metaphor for a new possibility of belief in social solidarity, a meditation on the
destiny of the industrial worker in Romania, as well as an attempt to find a common territory between the artistic act and the daily work, their capacity to speak of the same ideals.

COMMON WORK
2012, Gallery By Night, Studio Gallery, Budapest

The installation functioned like a game with cards. Two people can play, taking a card, reading the text or
reflecting on it in a microphone. The texts are related to actual questionsconnected to work. This are discussed
trough topics like taxes, rights, state, work, free time, free will and money. The sound system started to play back
in delay the people’s voice, and after a while a weird sound piece was generated.

THE TRAVELLING DRAWING SCHOOL
2010, Gallery by Night event series, Studio Gallery, Budapest
curatorial concept, participant

The Travelling Drawing School is series of events, based on education and community-building. Its’ first
stage and debut will be on the Gallery Night 2010. In the mornings called upon artists and experts will hold
„drawing lessons” on the line of previously decided topics, at the evenings the results of these classes will be
exhibited. The participants of these special lessons will be high-school students, who formerly applied for the
project. The aim of these lessons is not to teach them how to draw, but to promote a tangible communication
with the help of drawing. The imprint of these communication-experiments will be shown on the exhibitions,
where the visitors can have an insight of the workshop-situations and take part in a fresh and dynamic exhibition
of the newly made works. Apart from these, the alternative ways of teaching and the educational methods of the
artists will be visible through the exhibited drawings. Thus the educator artists and experts are behaving only as
a leader or a helper: with their topics and ideas they create the situation for the Drawers and ensure the frame of
the work.

GROUP OF RESEARCH OF NOW
2012, collaborative art project in a school in Budapest,
part of the Artists at Schools project, a tranzit.hu initiative

The Artists at Schools project is part of the international collaboration Art mediation in the age of media
saturation: how can the potential of art be teased out rather than disciplined? The idea is to share experiences
from varied forms of production of public space and audiences. The aim of this collaboration is to practically test
new mediating forms of contemporary art, by considering each organization’s local context (which include multiethnic areas), in addition to the art produced there as a starting point.
This collaboration will be realised as tailormade pilot projects. The Artists at Schools project is organised around
the concept of democracy. By approaching this topic from the point of critical pedagogy, we would like to
highlight and reflect on the relations between knowledge, authority, and power.
With the help of this kind of work-group, which is active on a platform within the institute of school, we are
exploring and analyzing if there are such personal problems that knowingly affect more people at the same time.
We deal with concrete problems, found in personal and public space as well. In the course of our work we are
trying to show and describe them. The project has two parts: Field-work and Workshop. During the Field-work
we are gathering problems and later we put this work of art created at the Workshop back in the public space, in
order to ensure the communication between us and the outside world. We have created three documents which
present our work: A publication and online appearance (www.jelenkutatocsoport.blogspot.com). These present
the questions raised by the youth. And a video which shows the process of common creative work based on
conversation.

film
AFTERLIFE
2007, 16 min.

LEARNING YEARS - new beginning
2010, dokumentary, 75 min., Part of the installation „Learning Years - new beginning” made for „Loophole to happiness” exhibition.

Film made for personal use by my father with a Mustek DV 3032 camera, what makes a really bad quality picture
(i didn’t used effects to get the desired quality). He documented the thorax of my grandfather, where the family
gathered together, and sang different songs: Christian, Jewish, Gipsy, Balkan and Gospels as well. In the
present political over frustrated situation this songs
has extra meaning, and creates a misunderstanding
among listeners because you can hear songs from
„both sides”. The video points out that politics can
box everything, killing the real meaning, and making
the subject an object of its growing power.

BUNA DIMINEATA!
2010, stills from documentary based on the „Good Morning!” project, 26 min.

http://csaksemmi.blogspot.com
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